
Hello Chili Cook-Off Contestants!

Please take note of the following important info regarding the cook-off: 

TIME 

As Judges need to have first taste, judging of the chili will occur at 11:50 am--the event itself will start 
(open for community member and guest tasting) at ‘high noon,’ 12:00 pm. Be sure to have your booths 
set up and chili ready for the Judges at 11:50 am! 

SUPPLIES 
The Association will be providing voting receptacles and tickets for community members and guests who 
wish to vote on their favorite chili & theme. 

The Association will also be providing table cloths, bowls, spoons, napkins, Goldfish crackers & bottled 
water.  (Milk will be provided for the Judges as a palate-cleanser.) 

Bring: 

Minimum 25 cups of chili (in order to provide a tablespoonful for approximately 100 people) 

A ladle or serving spoon for any leftovers 

Any costume, props or decorations for your personal theme (if you wish to have a theme) 

Your awesome personality!  

SETUP 

If you’re going to dress up or decorate, make sure you give yourself plenty of time to do so! You can 
show up at any time to prepare. 

The presentation tables will be set up at the Gazebo, where the event takes place. There will be two 
contestants per table. Half of the table is yours to use/decorate as you wish. To avoid there being a 
‘first’ and a ‘last’ contestant, the tables will not be organized in a circle. Tables will be set up in two 
parallel lines with contestants on the inside and tasters on the outside. (Please note that setup will vary 
depending on the amount of contestants.) 

Power is available at the gazebo to keep chili hot in your plug-in style container. 

AWARDS 
Each contestant will be assigned a random identification (alphabet letter in past). A voting receptacle 
will be provided for attendees to place their vote/tickets in. 

 Community member and guest votes (as opposed to Judge votes) go toward two different awards: 



The People’s Choice Award, representing the chili that the community members and guests favored 

The Best Theme Award, representing the personality and “theme spirit” that the community members 
and guests favored  

The People’s Choice Award and The Best Theme Award have their appropriate tickets. Each ticket can be 
used once by being placed in the voting receptacles.  

VOTING 
Judges’ votes and community members’ votes are tallied separately. Community member votes 
determine the People’s Choice Award and the Best Theme Award. Judges’ votes determine 1st, 2nd and 
3rd place awards. 

Judges will be weighing chilis based on these 5 criteria: 

Color 
Aroma 
Texture 
Flavor 
Heat 

Each of these criteria are judged via a scale of 1-4, 4 being the ‘best.’ Scores are tallied to arrive at the 
winners (who have the 1st, 2nd and 3rd highest scores).  

In the event of a tie when tallying the tickets for the People’s Choice Award, the tickets will be combined 
with the Judge scores to determine the winner. If there is a tie for the Best Theme Award, the 
contestants not in the top 2 will vote to break the tie. 

Good luck to each of you! 


